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Begin to drop beneath the surface of things
Sister of My Heart
.

Go down to the root of yourself
See and know it for the first time
Make a home for yourself there
Visit often
.

Make an offering of your tears, 
words of kindness, sincere compassion
And heartfelt joy
When your life extends from the home root 
of your soul self
It is true and strong.
.

You will grow wings, yes
Your spirit will soar, yes
Yet you will remain always sourced in the 
True Heart of Life



Earth Sky Woman Poem Dedicated to the 
Gemini Goddess at the Earth Star Chakra Gate (continued)
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Here you know the thousand things worth knowing

When from this place you offer
Your words of griefpraise
and the sacred darklight
at the center of your being
the whole world exhales
in great relief

Sky welcomes your outstretched arms
Moon sings for you,
remembering your lost parts
And Stars speak to you once again
in the language of kinship - lovers, 
sisters, brothers, 
grandfathers and grandmothers



The Rainbow Goddess Prayer 
Invoking Divine Feminine Power of Surrender, Death and Rebirth

Wondrous Creative Rainbow Goddess
Guiding Souls in total Alchemy and Transformation
Here in the Womb of Transformation
Where I AM Held, Supported And Safe 
To Face My Fears And Shadow Side
Thank You for helping me Transmute All That Holds Me Back 
From Knowing And Expressing My True Self.
.

Help Me Feel All My Uncomfortable Feelings
Including Uncertainty, Judgment, Arrogance, 
Self-Hatred, Negative Self-Effacement, and Self-Doubt
Thank you for guiding me in transmuting these feelings 
Into Confidence And Courage  
So I no longer project these feelings onto others 
Blaming others for what I am experiencing within myself
.

O Mighty Wise Inner Self, Thank You For Showing Me
The Precious Secrets Of Surrender
Guide Me In Letting Go Everything in the Way
Of Expressing My Truly Empowered Divine Self
As I Restore Cosmic Wisdom within myself
And In So Doing - Inspire Others To Do The SAME
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Overview
• Break Out Session
• Sky Magic
• Gemini Meta Goddess 8th Gate 

and Underworld 
• Gemini Goddess As 

Psychopomp
• Releasing Fears
• Remembering the 

Whirling Rainbow Prophecy
• Home Play
• Q and A
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Break Out Session Guidelines

• Joining the Session is Optional

• Purpose is to foster community and 
offer mutual support

• We are here to listen and be heard                                                                   
(please, no cross talking or interrupting)

• We are not here to fix or judge – just listen

• Give everyone an opportunity to share (be mindful of the time)

• Feel free to continue the conversation by mutual agreement via 
personal messaging after the class
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Breakout Conversation

• Start with Your Name and 
Where You are From

• Greatest Gift/Highlight
from your Venus
Journey in the Past Month

• Biggest Challenge from the Venus Journey in the Past Month

• What have you cleared/released/transformed in your life around 
the sacral chakra energy around your personal value and worth?
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Venus as far from the Earth as she can get
when conjunct the Sun in the Inanna Underworld 



Venus Moon Feb 10 
11 Aquarius 42

Southern Hemisphere
30 minutes before Sunrise



Feb 10 about 7:20 am
Sun is about to rise so much of this won’t be visible

Goatfish
a.k.a. CapricornWaterbearer

a.k.a. Aquarius

Archer
a.k.a. Sagittarius

Feb 10 at 
7:10 am



Venus and Jupiter at 
12 Aquarius 34 

Northern Hemisphere



Goatfish
a.k.a. Capricorn

Goatfish
a.k.a. Capricorn

Venus 10 Degrees from the Sun in the Goatfish Feb 13, 2021

Feb 13, 2021
Venus officially enters

underworld phase



Feb 01 Venus Entered Aquarius

Feb 05/06  Venus conjunct Saturn

Feb 06 Venus square Uranus

Feb 10 Venus Moon 8th Gate 12 Aquarius

Feb 11 Aquarius New Moon (23 Aquarius 17)

Feb 11 Venus conjunct Jupiter

Feb 12/13 Venus conjunct Mercury Venus enters Underworld until May 03, 2021

Feb 14 Mercury conjunct Jupiter

Feb 17 Saturn square Uranus

Feb 18 Sun enters Pisces

Feb 19 Venus squares Mars

Feb 20 Mercury Stations Direct

Feb 25 Venus enters Pisces

Mar 12 Venus Moon conjunct in Underworld

Mar 13 Venus conjunct Neptune and New Moon (23 Pisces 04)

Gemini Morning Star 8th Gate February 10 to March 12



.

Gemini Underworld from February 13 to May 03 2021 
Mar 20 Spring Equinox Sun Enters Aries
Mar 21 Venus Enters Aries
Mar 25/26 Venus conjunct the Sun (6 Aries)
Mar 28 Venus conjunct Chiron (9 Aries)
Apr 03 Mercury enters Aries
Apr 11 Aries New Moon (23 Aries) Near Baten Katos Belly of the Whale and Eris
Apr 11 Venus (26 Aries 44) square Pluto (26 Capricorn 44)
Apr 12 Venus Moon conjunction in the Underworld (27 Aries)
Apr 14 Venus Enters Taurus
Apr 16 Sun (26 Aries 46) square Pluto (26 Capricorn 46)
Apr 19 Sun enters Taurus
Apr 22 Venus conjunct Uranus (10 Taurus)
Apr 25 Venus (13 Taurus) Saturn Square (13 Aquarius)
Apr 27 Pluto stations retrograde (26 Capricorn 48)
May 03 Venus Rises as Evening Star (24 Taurus near Pleiades)
May 12 First Evening Star Venus Moon Gate (4 Gemini near Aldebaran)



She is a psychopomp, guide of souls to the 
Underworld among many destinations.  

Reflecting Gemini’s shapeshifter abilities, a 
psychopomp may appear as angel, animal, 
spirit or deities such as Anubis, Hermes 
and the Greek Ferryman Charon.

Jung referred the psychopomp as a figure 
helping an individual move between the 
conscious and unconscious realms -
reflecting the ease Gemini travels to and from 
the world behind this world.  

As guide, Gemini’s Underworld forays leave 
her unscathed - yet even she is required to 
undergo her own initiatory death every eight 
years. AND that time is now.  
.

It is One Thing to Be a Guide - and Quite 
Another to Let Ourselves Be Guided!

Gemini Meta Goddess as Psychopomp Entering the Underworld
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Cree, Hopi, Zuni, Cherokee and other Native American Tribes 
tell of the Rainbow prophecy referring to the keepers of the 
legends, rituals, and other myths that will return to help 
restore the health of the Earth.

The Warriors of the Rainbow will help unite all people creating a New World of justice, 
peace, and freedom.

They will reteach the values and knowledge that has been lost in time, demonstrating 
how to have wisdom and extra-perception, and how unity, harmony, and love is the only 
way forward.

• Rainbow Goddesses
• Rainbow Light Body
• Whirling Rainbow Prophecy 

and Rainbow Warriors
• Rainbow Serpent
• Rainbow Dragon
• Rainbow Stones



The Whirling Rainbow Prophecy
.

There will come a day when people of all races, colors, and creeds will put 
aside their differences. They will come together in love, joining hands in 
unification, to heal the Earth and all Her children. They will move over the 
Earth like a great Whirling Rainbow, bringing peace, understanding and 
healing everywhere they go. Many creatures thought to be extinct or 
mythical will resurface at this time; the great trees that perished will return 
almost overnight. All living things will flourish, drawing sustenance from the 
breast of our Mother, the Earth.

The great spiritual Teachers who walked the Earth and taught the basics of 
the truths of the Whirling Rainbow Prophecy will return and walk amongst 
us once more, sharing their power and understanding with all. We will learn 
how to see and hear in a sacred manner. Men and women will be equals in 
the way Creator intended them to be; all children will be safe anywhere 
they want to go. Elders will be respected and valued for their contributions 
to life. Their wisdom will be sought out. The whole Human race will be called 
The People and there will be no more war, sickness or hunger forever. 
~ Navajo-Hopi Prophecy of the Whirling Rainbow



Sun Dogs Are Reminders of the Whirling Rainbow Prophecy



And a Rainbow 
around the 

Moon



Marilyn Ferguson Quote author of 1980 book The Aquarian Conspiracy
She wrote the Introduction to Surfers of the Zuvaya By Jose Arguelles

One thing has become evident: 
Our culture has little understanding of 
myth or the role of the mythmaker. 
Myths are not for believing or 
disbelieving. They are for using!

If a myth or a metaphor works in 
revamping our deepest values, it is truer 
than the evening news or the text book 
fact. 

Myth, Poetry, Art, and Music are truths 
of a different dimension – sustenance 
and regeneration for the tired spirit.

The human brain learns best by story, by 
game, by a framework of meaning. 
.

~Marilyn Ferguson Los Angles, California 
June 14, 1988



Surfers of the Zuvuya
By Jose Arguelles

More on the Zuvuya: it is the Mayan term for the BIG memory Circuit 
or memory hotline working interdimensionally - individually and 
collectively - connecting past to future like a figure 8, fueling 
synchronicity, the pipeline for magic a wave connecting 3-D to other 
dimensions.

…it is elaborated by the force of imagination. It resonates with our 
finer possibilities…the power of the “inert” placebo to relieve pain, 
the power of intention to alter the subtlest of physiological events, the 
power of expectation to influence what we see and hear..



Inspired by Pamela Ashley
Posting this Turkish Agate

Rainbow Obsidian

Rainbow Titanium &
Rainbow Quartz

Rainbow Agate

Rainbow Tourmaline



Releasing Gemini Meta Goddess Fears at the 
Earth Star Chakra and Underworld
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• In what areas of my life have I been “in 
the sidelines” rather than immersed fully 
in the flow of life—and what would it 
take/how would it look to choose 
differently?

• Where has ancestral pain guided my 
path and what would it take to lay that 
down and choose the path of joy and 
freedom? 

• What must die in my life to create space 
for my full creativity and soul expression 
to flourish?

• Where in my life have I been postponing 
making a painful decision and what will 
it take to finally take decisive action? 



Gemini Meta Goddess Home Play at the 
Soul Star Chakra/Underworld
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Face Your Fears Exercise

In your Venus Journal, identify 1-3 areas

in your life where you are postponing 
making a decision because it may cause 

pain to you and/or another.  

Explore the cost this procrastination 

is having on You.

What proportion of your 

attention, focus, clarity, and 
energy are tied up in struggling 

with yourself around these 
areas?  

How is this causing you to live superficially rather than with greater depth and aliveness?  
What would it take to choose differently? Choose 1 to 3 of these areas and take action—

reclaiming the energy you’ve been using to avoid life and choosing to MEET IT. 



If you haven’t already we would love for you to Join us
for the Gemini Evening Star Ascent Class. See early registration special

First Live Class is May 02, 2021
https://venusalchemy.com/gemini-evening-star-sales-page-2021/

Venus Alchemy
Celebrating the Goddess Within

https://venusalchemy.com/gemini-evening-star-sales-page-2021/

